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Biafra
For earlier issues, see Nigeria.

The Republic of Biafra was a secessionist state in south-eastern 
Nigeria. Biafra was inhabited mostly by the Igbo people (or Ibo) 
and existed from 30 May 1967 to 15 January 1970. The secession 
was led by the Igbo due to economic, ethnic, cultural, and religious 
tensions among the various peoples of Nigeria and the creation of 
the new country, named after the Bight of Biafra (the Atlantic bay 
to its south), was among the complex causes for the Nigerian Civil 
War, also known as the Nigerian-Biafran War.

Issuer Starting Number

Bank of Biafra (BOB) ...............................................................B101

Monetary System
29.01.1968: 1 Biafran pound = 20 shillings

Series/Prefixes
The earliest and latest verified series/prefixes are shown in the 

following listings. Be advised that not all series/prefixes within the 
range have been verified; it’s possible that the printer skipped some 
letters/numbers for unknown reasons. Also, there may be cross-overs 
(i.e. the same series/prefix appears on different types or varieties), 
therefore the series/prefixes shouldn’t be used as the sole determining 
factor in identifying a note.

Bank of Biafra
Bank of Biafra (BOB)

BOB Signature Varieties
1

GOVERNOR
Sylvester U. Ugoh DIRECTOR

William Okefie Uzoaga

1968 Issues

B101 (P1): 5 shillings VG VF UNC
Blue and lilac. Front: English text; palm tree and large rising sun (color varies from orange 
to yellow). Back: English text; denomination in manilla; four Ibo girls. Simulated windowed 
security thread. Watermark: None. Printer: Unknown. 110 x 55 mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	A/O	-	A/P.	Intro:	29.01.1968. — 2.50 10
□ ar. Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —

B102	(P2):	1 pound VG VF UNC
Blue and lilac. Front: English text; palm tree and large rising sun. Back: English text; 
denomination in disc and spear (alo); coat of arms with eagle and leopards above wreath. 
Simulated windowed security thread. Watermark: None. Printer: Unknown. 140 x 70 mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	A/A	-	A/D.	Intro:	29.01.1968. 2.50 10 —
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1969 Issues

B103 (P3): 5 shillings VG VF UNC
Blue and orange. Front: English text; palm tree and small rising sun. Back: English text; 
denomination in manilla; four Ibo girls. No security thread. Watermark: None. Printer: 
Unknown. 110 x 55 mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	MA	-	NR.	Intro:	00.02.1969. 1.50 6 25
□ ar.	 Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —
□ as.	 Diagonal	red	SPECIMEN	ovpt	front/back; 

s/n	0000000.
— — —

B104 (P4): 10 shillings VG VF UNC
Blue and orange. Front: English text; palm tree and small rising sun. Back: English text; 
denomination	in	manilla;	oil	refinery.	No	security	thread.	Watermark:	None.	Printer:	
Unknown.	125	x	60	mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	GA	-	GW.	Intro:	00.02.1969. — 2 7
□ ar. Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —
□ as.	 Diagonal	red	SPECIMEN	ovpt	front/back; 

s/n	0000000.
— — —

B105 (P5): 1 pound VG VF UNC
Dark	brown	and	green.	Front:	English	text;	palm	tree	and	small	rising	sun.	Back:	English	
text; coat of arms with eagle and leopards above wreath. No security thread. Watermark: 
None. Printer: Unknown. 140 x 70 mm.

□ a. No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	BA	-	DX.	Intro:	00.02.1969. — — 1.50
□ ar1. Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —
□ ar2. Remainder:	Normal	s/n;	 

horizontal black or blue WASTE NOTE ovpt.
— — —

□ as.	 Diagonal	red	SPECIMEN	ovpt	front/back; 
s/n	0000000.

— — 150

B106	(P6):	5 pounds VG VF UNC
Purple and green. Front: English text; palm tree and small rising sun. Back: English text; 
coat of arms with eagle and leopards in disc, spear (alo); woman weaving on loom. No 
security thread. Watermark: None. Printer: Unknown. 145 x 75 mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	WA	-	WF.	Intro:	00.02.1969. 4 17 70
□ ar.	 Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —
□ as.	 Diagonal	red	SPECIMEN	ovpt	front/back; 

s/n	0000000.
— — —
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B107 (P7): 10 pounds VG VF UNC
Black and blue. Front: English text; palm tree and small rising sun. Back: English text; 
coat of arms with eagle and leopards; man carving. No security thread. Watermark: None. 
Printer:	Unknown.	155	x	80	mm.

□ a.	 No	date.	Sig.	1.	Prefix	ZA	-	ZC.	Intro:	00.02.1969. 5 20 90
□ ar.	 Remainder:	No	s/n. — — —
□ as.	 Diagonal	red	SPECIMEN	ovpt	front/back; 

s/n	0000000.
— — —

Looking Forward
For later issues, see Nigeria.
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Share Your Input, Info, and Images
This catalog is believed to be complete and correct as of the time 

of publication. Prices and face values were last updated 4 April 
2018. Please report errors or omissions so that corrections may 
be made. If you can more precisely identify the name or location 
of anything depicted on a note, please share that information. 
Furthermore, if you own an unlisted type or variety, please 
submit scans of the front and back of the note so that it can be 
documented. Scans should be 300 dots per inch, 100% actual size, 
24-bit color, saved as uncompressed JPEG files, and sent to owen@
banknotenews.com. Be sure to fully describe all attributes of the 
note which are not apparent upon visual inspection of the images 
alone, such as physical dimension, watermark, and security thread.
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The Banknote Book is an indispensable catalog of world notes, new and old. 

Each chapter includes detailed descriptions and background information, full-color images, and accurate valuations.  

More than 260 country-specific chapters are currently available for download individually or by subscription.

A three-volume hardcover print edition is available separately from Spink’s books division.
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ZAO NOTES

Banknotes with a Japanese flavour

stores.ebay.com/zaonotes
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Test Notes are becoming increasingly popular among banknote collectors, for 
good reason. Security printers worldwide have created 3000+ types with 

fascinating designs that highlight their articstic and technical capabilities,   
often incorporating the very latest experimental                                   

security features or printing techniques.

To learn more, visit our eBay store or email us today !
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